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SUBJECT:  English                                                                  YEAR 2 

Read the passage given below. Reading is a one week activity so that children become independent 

readers 

                   My new pet  

My dad bought me a new pet. He is a cute little dog. He is 

sleepy, as he is little now. My dad and mom help me to 

keep the dog clean. We have a dog house where he stays. I 

play with him in the evening when I come home from 

school. My pet is growing quickly. I love my pet. 

 

Learn these words parents can take spelling tests on Friday  

Pet   Bought   Little  House  Evening  

Answer the following questions after reading the passage above. 

1. Who is my new pet? __________________________________ 

2. Why is he sleepy? ____________________________ 

3. Who helps me to keep the dog clean? ____________________ 

4. Where does my pet stay? ____________________________ 
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SUBJECT:  Mathematics                                                                  YEAR 2 

Strand    Numbers  

Sub strand   Operations  

Content learning 

outcome  

To recognize that addition increases the total number of objects  

 

Activity 1: addition of ones and tens  

Addition is putting things together; 1 + 1=2  
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SUBJECT:  Healthy Living                                                               YEAR2 

Strand    Cleanliness  

Sub strand   Personal cleanliness  

Content learning 

outcome  

To be able to practice cleanliness in their daily lives.  

 

Unit 10. Wearing clean and suitable clothes 

 Clothes protects our body from hot and cold weather. 

 Different types of clothes are worn for different occasions for example: 

- We wear clean uniform to school. 

- Sports uniform while playing. 

- Night wear for sleeping. 

- And traditional clothes like sulu and sari for weddings and prayers. 

 Wearing dirty clothes can lead to skin diseases like ringworm and scabies.’ 

 Wearing dirty clothes can also make you sick. 

Activity  

1. Draw yourself wearing a clean uniform to school.  

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

2. Write three (3) things that could happen if you wear dirty clothes. 

We can become sick or get skin diseases like scabies and ringworm 

3. Draw or paste pictures and show what you will wear to: 

a. Party  
 

b. Church / temple  
 

c. Wedding  
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1009 NAVOLI SANGAM SCHOOL 

SUBJECT:  Social Studies                                                                 YEAR 1 

Strand    Myself and others 

Sub strand   My role and responsibility as a citizen of Fiji  

Content learning 

outcome  

To be able to live in peace and harmony in Fiji 

 

Who is a good citizen? 

  Someone who is helpful. 

 Someone who respects others and their property. 

 Someone who is willing to listen to others views. 

 Someone who is well mannered and pleasant. 

 Someone who respects the environment. 

 

Activity draw and show how you can be a good citizen: 
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SUBJECT:  Elementary science                                                                 YEAR 2 

Strand    Living things  

Sub strand  Families  

Content learning 

outcome  

To identify different animal babies  

Family 

 family is a group of people / animals that live together and are related by blood  

  

 

Activity match the mothers to their babies  

1. kangaroo  a. chick  

2. lion  b. fawn  

3. horse  c. calf  

4. cow d. kitten  

5. cat  e. foal  

6. deer  f. lion cub 

7. chicken  g. joey  

 


